Manifesting to Reality
What we speak About

6 Individual Channels
6 Collective Channels
1 Tribal Channel

62 – 17 - Collective (Logic
Circuits) The Channel of
Acceptance - An
organizational being Collective (Logic Circuits) One
who takes the details and can
organize them through logic
(an ongoing process)
11-56 - Collective (Abstract Circuit)
The Channel of Curiosity - A
Design of the Searcher - Collective
Channel (Abstract Circuit) Seekers
never stop searching, no matter
what or how much they find. Their
curiosity compels them to
continually seek stimulation, to
explore new ideas and ways of
seeing things. curiosity the
constantly seeks new stimulation.
Then to share has been found.

36-35 - Collective (Abstract Circuit) Transitoriness
- A jack of all trades - try or do anything in order
to keep things moving towards a new experience.
There is a constant urge inside for the new
adventures in life. This can create a restlessness
and desire for the next thing to happen. This is
how emotional experience is gained and wisdom
is acquired. But one must still learn to be in full
alignment with ones strategy and authority or
else the restlessness will be at the whim of ones
emotional wave always looking for the next best
thing without gleaning from the moment.
48 -16 - Collective (Logic Circuits)
The Channel of The Wavelength Talent – (Splenic Center to Throat
Center) Depth to build skills into
mastery. It is an ability to challenge
and name what isn’t working, and
find a potential solution to a
problem, or to encourage, correct
and refine something that needs
perfecting.

7-31 - Collective (Logic Circuits) The
Channel of the Alpha – (Throat
Center to the G Center) A design of
Leadership for good or bad. This
channel is about being able to look to
the future for the logical good of the
collective. This leadership will be
based on tried and true tested
patterns that can be followed with
certainty.
13-33 - Collective (Abstract Circuit) The Channel
of the Prodigal - A witness - (the listener) taking
all the information and holding it in order to
reveal a deeper truth. This channel links the G
Center to the Throat Center. This channel is
about taking all the experience and information
from the past and bringing it into a state of
reflection so that the wisdom can be shared in
the best way possible. It is the journey of the
Prodigal Son, who goes out to experience the
world and then comes back to share for the
good of the community. This channel holds a
rhythm and cycle of the exploration, reflection
and expansion of learning and growing.

1-8 - Individual (Knowing Circuit) The Channel of
Inspiration - The creative role model. (Throat Center to G
Center) Ability to move others through the aura and
strong enough to be an individual. - This is about
bringing the Gate 1 of Self-Expression and bringing it
through the Gate 8 of Contribution. Gate 1 is all about
being unique and creative. Gate 1 likes to do things their
own way and stand out from the crowd. When this is
combined with the gift of Gate 8, then the uniqueness
can inspire others in an infinite number of ways. People
who are in the presence of this expression can be
touched in ways that allow them to express more of their
truth or awaken more of their soul.
43-23 Individual (Knowing Circuit)
Structuring - Individuality - the ability
to explain the new so that the
evolutionary change is possible - This
channel is all about having a sense of
knowing. Your inner ear is tuned to
your own inner voice. this is how
new ideas are fed into the
community and life progresses for
humanity.

22-12 - Individual (Knowing Circuit)
Openness - A social being - has a
strong emotional wave and the ability
to draw the focus of those who
appear to have the most mutative
potential. - This channel is all about
being in the mood. It brings the
emotional wave of the solar plexus
through gate 22 of Openness into the
gate of Caution (12).
The wave of the emotional ebb and
flow is moved through this channel
and expressed to others with this
theme in a creative way. This is the
most social channel of all the
individual channels, but again, only
when one is in the mood. This
channel can create the duality of
wanting to interact with other but at
the same time the fear of being
observed for one’s uniqueness or
worse yet the idea of rejection.

Integration Channel

Keynote: Self-Empowerment
34-57 Power *Empowered by
Response
34-20 Charisma
57-10 Perfected Form *Guided
by Intuition
10-20 Awakening * Directed by
Correct Behavior
Gate 20 – The Sacred OM
Shadow – Superficiality
Gift – Self Assurance
Siddhi – Presence
INDIVIDUAL CHANNELS

Backbone of the Bodygraph
that serves as the key defense
mechanism
These Channels are focused
entirely on self-preservation
and empowering the individual
nature, expression, knowing,
direction/identity and behavior
of the self.
Those with definitionin the
Integration Channel are
concerned with selempowerment, and express
themselves with a notable selfsufficiency and self-assuredness
that neither looks to nor easily
accepts direction from others.

10-20 – Individual (Integration
Circuit) The Channel of
Awakening - INDIVIDUAL
INTEGRATION CHANNEL Committed to higher principles transforming individual knowing
into right action. The drive to be
awake and aware and the full
awakening to our truth. This
channel links the G Center to the
Throat center through the Gate of
the Behavior of the Self (10) and
the Gate of the Now (20). For the
awake and aware, each moment
presents an opportunity for
recognition and commitment to
principles that transform
Individual knowing into right
action. This is action that is
tempered by an underlying code
of behavior ensuring successful
interaction with others. This is the
Channel of the “I AM”

57 - 20 - Individual
(Knowing Circuit) The
Brain Wave A design of
Penetrating awareness.
Where intuitive insight is
given the clearest voice in
the now moment. The
extraordinary gift of this
channel is the penetrating
self recognition of the
truth of our existence,
which is expressed as “I
know I am alive now” The
Splenic Center creates
intuitive awareness to
support your own well
being in the NOW and to
be able to speak your
truth. “I am what I am,
and I know how to be
what I am”

34-20 – Individual (Integration
Circuit) The Channel of Charisma INDIVIDUAL INTEGRATION
CHANNEL - Charisma, where
awareness becomes deed - the
classic manifesting generators
channels, where one is asked to
remember to surrender to
responding. This channel links the
Sacral Center to the Throat Center
through the Gate of Power (34)
and the Gate of the Now (20). This
is the classic Manifesting
Generator channel where the
drive to manifest is guided by
Sacral response. The Warrior
(manifestor) must surrender to
the Buddha (Generator), and wait
to respond to external stimuli for
one’s charismatic power to be
properly directed into the world.

21-45 - Tribal (Ego Circuit) The Channel
of Money - A materialist - about
surviving on the material plane as a
hierarchy - This channel links the heart
center to the throat center. This is
about surviving as a tribe in the
material place. This is the most driven
of all the Manifestor channels. This
channel drives the need to help the
tribe survive and inspires a voice to
step forward and take charge. It is the
underlying energy that knows that
when everyone is provided for, then
there is peace and happiness. There is a
great deal of balance that must be
honored between the two gates that
make up this channel. There is just as
much passion for the voice of the heart
as there is a drive towards resources
and the material plane.

